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II. Elongation

▪ The ribosome moves along the mRNA in the 5` to 3` direction, translating
the successive codons. It adds amino acids one by one to the carboxyl end
of the growing peptide chain.

• Elongation requires:
- The 80S initiation complex
- Aminoacyl-tRNAs, as sources of amino acids
- GTP, as source of energy
- Elongation factors

Initiation ("beginning"): in this stage, the ribosome gets together 
with the mRNA and the first tRNA so translation can begin.



1. Binding of aminoacyl-tRNA to
the A site of the ribosome

• Initiation ends in the formation of 80S ribosome with the P site containing the 
initiation codon and occupied by met-tRNA.

• The A site contains the codon for the second amino acid and is waiting to be 
occupied by the aminoacyl-tRNA with a complementary anticodon.

• eEF-1 binds GTP & forms a complex with aminoacyl-tRNA. This complex delivers 
aminoacyl-tRNA to the A site, with the release of eEF-1 & hydrolysis of GTP to GDP
and Pi. Our first, methionine-carrying tRNA starts out in the middle slot of the ribosome, called the P site. Next to it, a fresh codon is exposed in another slot, called the A site. The A site will be the "landing site" for the next tRNA, one whose anticodon is a perfect (complementary) match for the exposed codon.

Our first, methionine-carrying tRNA starts out in the middle slot of  the ribosome, called the P site. Next 
to it, a fresh codon is exposed in another slot, called the A site. The A site will be the "landing site" for 

the next tRNA, one whose anticodon is a perfect (complementary) match for the exposed codon.



In initiation, the ribosome assembles around the mRNA to be read and the first 
tRNA (carrying the amino acid methionine, which matches the start codon, 

AUG). This setup, called the initiation complex, is needed in order for 
translation to get started.







Formation of peptide bond

• The 60S ribosomal subunit contains the enzyme peptidyltransferase (an RNA 
enzyme or ribozyme). 

• It  connects the carboxyl group of the 1st amino acid to the amino group of the 2nd

amino acid, forming the 1st peptide bond in the peptide chain

• This enzyme transfers the 1st amino acid from its tRNA to the 2nd amino acid. 

• Now a dipeptide is connected to the 2nd tRNA in the A site. The 1st tRNA is now 
free & vacates the P site.
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Translocation of the peptidyl-tRNA 
from the A site to the P site

• The newly formed peptidyl-tRNA is translocated, together with its codon , 
from the A site to the P  site. 

• This requires eEF-2 & GTP, which is  hydrolyzed to GDP and Pi. 

• Now the A site contains the codon for the 3rd amino acid & can accept the 
aminoacyl-tRNA with the proper anticodon & a new cycle of elongation 
occurs.





• As the ribosome moves along the mRNA, a new  ribosome can 
attach to the initiating codon (with  a distance of 80 nucleotides 
in between), starting  the synthesis of a new peptide chain . 

• Thus, several ribosomes may translate the same mRNA  
simultaneously. They form together a polyribosome or 
polysome.





III. Termination

• Termination occurs when one of the three termination stop codons 
appears into the A site.  

• These codons are recognized by releasing factors (eRF). It also 
requires GTP.

• The binding of these release factors induces peptidyl transferase to 
hydrolyze the bond linking the peptide to the tRNA at the P site, 
causing the nascent protein to be released from the  ribosome.

• The ribosomal subunits, mRNA, tRNA and protein factors are 
dissociated and can be recycled and used to synthesize another 
polypeptide.

Termination happens when a stop codon in the 
mRNA (UAA, UAG, or UGA) enters the A site.





Inhibitors of translation
• Tetracycline: an antibiotic that combines with the 30S ribosomal subunit of

bacteria, preventing access of aminoacyl-tRNA (block A site).

• Chloramphenicol: an antibiotic that inhibits peptidyltransferase in bacterial 50S 
ribosomal subunit.

• Clindamycin and erythromycin: two antibiotics bind to the 50S ribosomal
subunit of bacteria, inhibiting translocation of peptidyl-tRNA (inhibits the
movement of ribosome along the mRNA).


